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Association Organization 
 

1. The Cherokee Summer Swim Association (CSSA): The association will be governed by an Executive 
Board and a Board of Directors as outlined in article IV section I of the Bylaws of the CSSA. The Executive 
Board reserves the right to make decisions that are in the best interest of the swim association.  
 
2016 Executive Board Members: 
President:  Mike Davis                     email: dmike10@bellsouth.net 
Vice President:  Julia Zamorano      email: julia@threadz.biz 
Treasurer:  Heather Castle               email: heather.orth@comcast.net 
Secretary:  Nell Hess   email: nellbhess@gmail.com 

 
2016 Board of Directors: 
The Board of Directors is comprised of ONE voting member from each swim team recognized by 
the Association and each member of the Executive Committee.  
 
CSSA Responsibilities: 
 
1. Discuss problems (past or foreseeable) that need to be resolved prior to the season starting. 
2. Recruitment and admission of new teams to the league. 
3. All other responsibilities necessary to the well-being of the league. 

 
2. Team coordinator: The team coordinators are the leaders of our summer swim teams and should accept 

all the responsibilities that go along with the title. The coordinator may have a co-coordinator to help with 
the responsibilities. Only the team coordinator, or elected individual if coordinator is unable to attend, has 
a vote at meetings. The coordinator should provide CSSA with a typed roster by date requested. This 
roster should include the team’s eligible swimmers, along with their parent’s name, address, phone 
number, sex, and age. This roster and all registration fees should be turned into CSSA by the specified 
date. Each team is allowed an unlimited number of swimmers; however, no more than 120 swimmers are 
allowed to compete at a meet.  If both coordinators agree to swim more than 120 swimmers, that is 
allowed.  Teams cannot add swimmers to their roster after the first meet.  
  

3.  Meetings: Mandatory Association meetings are held at the beginning and end of the season on a date 
specified in Article IV section III of the Bylaws of the CSSA. The meetings consist of committee members 
ONLY.  

 
The meeting held at the beginning of the season is to discuss old and new business and to distribute 
pertinent information about the upcoming season.  
 
The meeting held at the end of the season is to evaluate the season. We will discuss the positive and 
negative aspects of the season and the changes we would like to see made for the upcoming season.  We 
will also elect Executive Board members to fill the expiring terms. 
 
Meetings may be scheduled at any time the committee feels they are necessary. The Executive Board 
reserves the right to schedule a meeting if they feel it is in the best interest of the league. The meetings 
must fulfill quorum requirements as outlined in Article IV Section IV of the Bylaws of the CSSA. 
Coordinators or co-coordinators must be present to vote.  

 
4. Coaches Eligibility 

Coaches must obtain certification in the following (required in 2015): 
 
Coaches (and Coordinators/Treasurer background checks): 
http://www.crpa.net/page/athletics-youth-bcc 

     Click on: "Click here to access the Volunteer Background Screening Portal" 
 
Coach certifications through "NYSCA" or "Coaches Safety training" 
 
Coach certifications through "NYSCA" 
Go to www.nays.org 
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Under the training program tab, click volunteer coaches and follow the steps to complete the Initial Level      
Membership. 
(NYSCA stands for: National Youth Sports Coaches Association) 
 
OR  
 
Coach certifications through "Coaches Safety training": 
Go to the Red Cross website and go to training and certifications, then aquatics, then coaches training, 
then the Safety Training for Swim Coaches should pop up. 
http://www.redcross.org/phssux/desktop.results.jsp?type=class-type-online&type=class-type-
combo&type=class-type-
classroom&radius=25&courseId=cours000000000045876&zipCode=30301&lat=33.7489954&long=-
84.3879824 
 
Coaches’ background checks and certifications must be submitted to the Secretary before the team’s first 
practice. 
 
Coaches 18 and under are allowed to swim for the team they are coaching. Coaches are not allowed to 
swim for two different teams. And it’s strongly recommended that a coach should not swim for one team 
and coach another team. 

 
 

Association Standards & Procedures 
 

1. Membership: Membership to the Cherokee Summer Swim Association is open to any swim team that 
meets the following guidelines. New applicant teams must apply for membership by February of 
the same year of the upcoming season.  
 
A. The team must consist entirely of eligible swimmers. See Rule 3 
 
B. A neighborhood team should consist of the following: 

Minimum 50 
Unlimited maximum overall  
 
Your team’s roster should be made available to the opposing team prior to the meet if requested.  

 
2.   The Cherokee Summer Swim Association will consist of a round robin schedule of the participating 

swim teams.  It will culminate with the GRPA District 5 and GRPA State Meets.   
 

 
Association Regulations 

 
1. Equity: All situations not covered in these rules and by laws will be decided based upon Executive Board 

decisions. 
 
2. Eligibility: In order to compete on the local level, each swimmer needs to be registered with one of the 

Cherokee Summer Swim Association Teams and meet the other eligibility requirements listed below.   
 

Swimmers may represent ONLY one swim team in the league.  No swimmer is allowed to swim for two 
counties. 
 
It is mandatory that a neighborhood coordinator gives the swimmer written release of their obligation to 
their neighborhood team. The swimmer should present this when registering with any other swim team 
within the league. 
Exception: Swimmers who have competed on teams in past other than those representing their 
neighborhood may continue to swim with that team.  
 
NOTE: To be eligible to represent Cherokee County in the CRPA District and State Meets, each 
participant must live, work, or attend school full- time in Cherokee County. Any swimmer 
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competing in the league from outside Cherokee County must register for these meets through their 
county recreation department.  
 
Each swimmer is required to have the following documents signed & turned in to their team and 
the coordinator will provide all signed documents to the Secretary prior to the individuals first 
practice (unless otherwise noted below): 
 
-Signed Waivers 
-Concussion Forms 
-Dive Certification – Prior to diving in any meet 

 
3. Age Divisions: The age divisions will be as follows: (Note: No one under the age of 7 will be allowed to 

compete in the GRPA State Meet) 
 

6 & Under     7-8     9-10     11-12     13-14     15-18  
 
The Age Control Date is as follows: Swimmer’s age prior to June 1st of the current year. 
 
A swimmer must be at least five years of as of the Age Control Date to swim in meets. 
 
A swimmer may swim UP in an age division for relays only competition. You must swim in your age 
group for individual events. There is no limit on how many age groups you may move up.  You may 
not move down an age group. 
 
A physically challenged swimmer may move down age groups but should not be moved down if their 
abilities are such that they would win over other swimmers in the lower age group. This is at the 
discretion of the Board. This would need to be reviewed each year for each challenged swimmer. If you 
have special needs swimmers on your team please let the Association know.  
 
Swimmers must be able to swim the length of the pool (25 yards) unassisted, no matter the age, to be able 
to swim in the meets. He/She may stop briefly and hold on the lane rope before continuing. If a swimmer 
cannot complete the race without assistance or in the max time of 2 minutes, that swimmer will need to 
be removed from the water. 

 
4. Dive Certification is a requirement since 2014 

Dive Certifications will only be needed for new swimmers OR those not certified the last two summers (or 
didn’t pass previously). Ages 6 & Up can be certified to dive.  The Secretary will maintain the master list 
certified swimmers. 
 
5 year olds don’t get certified, and do in-water starts at swim meets.  If your 5 year old will be 6 by June 1 
- then they could be certified. Whatever age your child is by June 1 - that is the age group they swim in 
for summer swim. (Different than year round swim, where you age up on your birthday.) 
 
Dive certifications can be obtained through the Cherokee County Aquatic Center (CCAC) or through any 
USA Swimming Certified coach.  Have a parent volunteer organize this for your team. The CCAC will set 
up dates ahead of time. Then have your parent volunteer reserves days with the CCAC.  Once the dive 
cards are obtained, keep them in a notebook to have at every swim meet should the county want to see 
those dive cards. 
 
For swimmers 10 & Under – certification includes a one hour class to complete at CCAC. 
 
11 & Ups will most likely just be ‘checked off’ and not there for an hour. CCAC will make that 
determination. 
 
FYI: For the one hour class, maximum is 15 kids, and for just the check off, maximum is 50 kids. 
 
USA Swimming Racing Start (diving) Certification Form that the CCAC will use to certify our swimmers: 
http://www.usaswimming.org/_Rainbow/Documents/368f7d6c-1879-4fbd-bcf4-
281e2105c0b3/USAS%20Racing%20Start%20Certification%20Checklist%20with%20attached%20list.pdf 
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Diving reminders: 
-Under four (4) feet - NO DIVING allowed 
-4 feet to 5 feet - must have CSSA waiver and dive certification card 
-Over five (5) feet - diving is allowed 
-If swimmer was certified last year, they are still certified 
-Only new swimmers, or those not certified, need to be 
-Mark a "D" on right shoulder at meets for those that CAN DIVE (parents do this) 
-5 year olds don't get dive certified, and don't dive at meets 
 

 
5. Events: Each swimmer may swim in a maximum of three (3) individual events and a maximum of two (2) 

relay events. A swimmer may only swim one leg of a relay.  Swimmers may not “swim up” in any 
individual event.  If they do, the penalty is disqualification from that event.  A swimmer may swim up 1 
age group for relays.  The swimmer that swims up for a relay must compete in that same age group for all 
relays in that meet.   The following is a list of all events: 

 
6 & Under: 25 Freestyle  25 Back 100 Free relay 
 
8/10 & Under: 25 Freestyle      25 Back      25 Breast      25 Butterfly      50 Freestyle 
         100 IM              100 Free Relay  100 Med. Relay 
 
12/14/18 & Under:  50 Freestyle            50 Back            50 Breast            50 Butterfly 
      100 Freestyle         100 IM     200 Freestyle        200 Med. Relay 
 
Each event will consist of one scoring heat in each of the above events, as well as exhibition heats as 
follows: 
 
Maximum 3 Exhibition Heats per event (if both coordinators agree, more heats can be added) 
Maximum 1 Exhibition Heat in Individual Medley Events and Relays (if both coordinators agree, more 
heats can be added) 

 
NOTE: This is a standard format for a meet. It is acceptable to alter this format to fit the needs of 
both teams. This requires the agreement of both team coordinators. However the number of 
scoring events and heats cannot be changed. 
 
Teams MUST combine heats when possible.  The coordinators must agree upon heats that are combined 
before heat sheets are exchanged.  
 
9 & under and older are allowed dive-over’s if both teams agree by the Wednesday at 6pm prior to the 
meet.   

 
5. Lane Assignments:  

For all scoring heats, lane assignments will be as follows: 
 Host Team:  Odd Numbered Lanes (Lanes 3 & 5) 
 Visiting Team: Even Numbered Lanes (Lanes 2 & 4) 
*There are 4 lanes that can be scored in the first heat. There is no scoring in any other heats in that event. 
See example on the next page for scoring clarification. 
 
Relays Only: The middle two lanes (Lanes 3 & 4) have been designated as scoring lanes for all pools. 
No other lane can score if one of the middle lanes is DQ’d.  If an exhibition lane places first or 
second, they cannot take away points from the official scoring lanes.  See example on the next 
page for scoring clarification.   
 
Scoring does not affect ribbons; ribbons are based on lane positions.  
 
For teams with five lane pools, Lane 1 will alternate between the visiting team and the home team. The 
visiting team will have the odd heats and the home team will have the even heats.  
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6. Scoring: For scoring purposes, each team may enter two swimmers per individual event and only one 
relay team per event. NO additional swimmers may be scored.  There are to be no more than two heats per 
IM (if both coordinators agree, more heats can be added). 

 
Points will be awarded in Heat One Only. 
The point value of each place is as follows: 
Individual Events     Relays 
1st Place: 5 Points     1st Place: 7 Points 
2nd Place: 3 Points    2nd Place: 4 Points 
3rd Place: 2 Points 
4th Place:  1 Point  
 

      Ties: If two or more swimmers (or Relay Teams) tie for a place, add the point values for each place 
together and divide by the same number of swimmers (or Relay Teams) Example: If two or more swimmers tie 
for 1st place, add together the 1st and 2nd place point values and divide by two (5 + 3 = 8: 8/2 = 4). Therefore 
each swimmer will earn 4 points for that event. 
 

Disqualification: If a swimmer in a scoring lane is disqualified, an exhibition swimmer is NOT allowed to 
score points for that event. 
Example: If a second place swimmer is disqualified, the third and fourth place swimmers would move up 
to second and third place respectively. There would be no fourth place points awarded. 
If a relay team is disqualified, an exhibition team is NOT allowed to score points for that event. 
Example: If the first place team is disqualified, the second place team is moved to first place and awarded 
7 points.  The second place award of 4 points if forfeited. 

 
7. Meet Schedule:  

Warm Up Schedule:  Host Team  5:00 PM 
     Visiting Team  5:30 PM 
Coaches and Coordinators meeting                  5:45 PM 
Timer meeting      5:45 PM 
Meet Begins:      6:00 PM 
 
Providing there is good weather and no lengthy delays, each meet should conclude by 10:00 PM. However, 
parents and participants should understand that this does not hold true for every meet. It is up to the 
coordinator and coaches to explain this to them. 

 
8. Team Coach: CSSA and GRPA require that each team have one certified coach. Each head coach should 

turn in a copy of his/her certification before the start of the season to the Secretary.  USA certifications is 
accepted. If your coach has another type of certification, please check with CSSA to make sure it is 
accepted. 
CSSA will pay for one coach per team to receive certification. There is a NYSCA certification offered 
through CRPA before the start of the season.  
 

9. Official: It is up to both teams (hosting and visiting) to provide a volunteer official to govern the meet. 
His/ Her duties are described herein. 
 

10.  Inclement Weather: In the event of dangerous conditions due to the weather, team coordinators will 
determine the length of the delay. Following a period of at least 15 minutes from the last clap of thunder 
or 30 minutes from the last lighting strike, the meet will be restarted from the point at which it was 
suspended. If the delay lasts longer than one consecutive hour, the meet should be called and 
rescheduled if necessary. Coordinators have the authority to call a meet. If they cannot reach a 
decision it will then be the meet official’s decision. The meet is official and will count towards the 
standings after the 46th event (scoring heat only) has been completed.  

 
A rescheduled meet starts on the next event after the meet was suspended. In a continued meet, all events 
and heats are conducted through event 86. In order to give all available swimmers the opportunity to 
swim, previous unavailable swimmers may now be included in the make-up portion. 
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If both coordinators agree rescheduling is impossible, the meet will be recorded as 50% of points for each 
team.  If one team want to and is able to reschedule and the other team refuses, then the willing team will 
receive 51% of available points and the team unwilling to reschedule will receive 0% of available points. 

 
11. Start of Events: All starts in less than 5 feet of water will be performed from within the water including 

sit dives or wall starts.  EXCEPTIONS:  1) Starts in designated racing pools (i.e. District and State meets) 
which may be performed down to 4.5 feet of water, and 2) Per Cherokee County Board of Health standing 
starts from the pool edge or approved starting blocks may be performed in 4 feet of water or more provided 
training in accordance with Appendix A is completed and documented by a certified coach, and all 
coordinators and coaches agree. 

 
12. 6 & Under Age Group- Special Considerations 

To be eligible to swim in a meet, swimmer in this age group must be able to swim the length of the pool 
unassisted. They are allowed to stop momentarily to rest while holding on the lane rope. However they 
CANNOT pull themselves along the lane rope. 
 
This rule applies to both scoring heats and exhibition heats. There should not be any assistance 
from coaches or flotation devices. If a swimmer needs assistance a coach should pull him/her from 
the pool. 

 
13. Recruiting: USA coaches are not allowed to distribute any type of printed information during a summer 

swim meet. Nor are they allowed to place any printed materials on vehicles in the parking lots. USA 
coaches may attend the meets with the following guidelines. 

 
1. Introduce themselves to both team coaches upon arrival. 
2. Do not approach a swimmer or parent without permission or an introduction from the coach.  
3. Recruiting Note: Participants are not allowed to wear a year-round team’s apparel during 

summer swim meets. Nor are they allowed to wear High School suits or caps.  Subdivision team 
bathing suits and caps are only allowed to be worn at our summer swim meets. If a parent cannot 
purchase a team suit and cap, a plain suit and cap may be worn. This applies to summer swim 
coaches as well. A swimmer will be disqualified for wearing the incorrect apparel.   
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Team Responsibilities 
 

1. Coordination prior to the meet: 
 

A. Heat Sheets should be combined with the opposing team coordinator by the Wednesday at 6pm 
prior to the meet. 

B. Scratches and changes must be finalized 30 minutes prior to the start of the meet. 
C. All volunteers should be present and assembled 15 minutes prior to the start of the meet. 
D. Please send out parking instructions to the visiting team. It is courtesy to reserve parking for 

coordinators and head coaches from the visiting team. 
E. Parking signage should be posted at least two hours before your meet starts. 

 
2. Meet Equipment: 
 

Host Teams: 
Starting Blocks (numbered 1-5, or highest lane number, from LEFT TO RIGHT when facing starting 
end of poo) 
Tables and Chairs  
Clipboards 
Backstroke flags 
Lane Markers 
Bullhorn 
Whistle 
Stopwatches 
Lane Ropes  
Lighting – This includes the teams areas as well as the pool deck/timing area. 
Sound System- THIS IS REQUIRED and you can’t have the meet without it.  
Ribbons for host team 
Visible Event Board 
 
Visiting Teams: 
Clipboards/Stopwatches 
Ribbons for visiting team 

 
3. Meet Personnel per session (minimum) 
 

Hosting Team: 
1 Place Judge 
1 Starter 
1 Scorer 
1 Bull Pen Manager 
1 Timer for each lane of the pool 
2 Ribbon Writers  
2 Runners 
1 Announcer 

 
Visiting Team: 
1 Place Judge 
2 Ribbon Writers 
1 Runner 
1 Timer for each lane of the pool 
1 Scorer 
1 Bull Pen Manager 
 
Each team will provide one official (two if working spilt sessions) 
 

Team Responsibilities (continued) 
 
Each team will provide 1 place judge (one per session) to work together in calling the places. The 
home team will use the blue form and the visiting team will use the pink form. It is recommended but 
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not required that one judge call out the places while the other fills out the form, the calling judge then 
copies the form.  
 
One score sheet is to be used at the meet. Each team is to provide a score keeper who will work 
together to score the meet. The score sheet is to be signed by both officials at the end of the meet and 
given to the host coordinator who will then turn it into the Secretary.  The score sheet will be used to 
track team scores (percentage of points won) as well as to resolve any team tie break scenarios as 
described below.  
 
Disqualification forms will be used in the scoring heat only (Heat 1) of each event. There are no 6 & 
under DQ’s allowed except if there are adults in the water with the swimmer.  DQ sheets should be 
given to the place judges at the end of each scoring heat to then be picked up by a runner. Ribbons 
will be awarded for the place achieved by each swimmer regardless of the DQ.  However, if the first 
place swimmer is DQ it should be noted on the ribbon and the second place swimmer should also 
receive a first place ribbon.  
 
Disqualifications will be enforced as follows: 

Week 1 – 15-18 Year Old Boys and Girls 
Week 2 – 13-14 Year Old Boys and Girls and up 
Week 3 – 9-10 Year Old Boys and Girls and up 
Week 4 – 7-8 Year Old Boys and Girls and up 

 
DQ’s will be called for but not limited to the following violations: 
1. One hand touch on the turn and/or finish of the breast and butterfly 
2. Not completing the race 
3. Wrong kick in breast and butterfly 
4. 2nd false start 
5. False start on Relays 
6. Incorrect finish on backstroke (Must finish on your back or not passed vertical) Flipturns are not 

required but if used no more than one free style armstroke to the wall.   
 

Meet Volunteer Official’s Responsibilities 
 

There should always be a Volunteer Official from both the hosting and visiting teams.  Officials may only 
DQ the swimmers from the other team.  Officials must stand and work together.  The decisions of these 
officials will be final. 

 
1. Stroke & Turn Official and Referee: 

A. He/ she will judge the start of each heat. False starts will be his/ her call. 
B. He/ she will walk the length of the pool and judge strokes and turns. 

 
2. Arbitrator: The officials will act as arbitrators in any situation when a decision cannot be reached by 

the participating team’s coordinators. 
 
3. Scores: Meet officials should sign the final score sheets. The host team coordinator should fax or       

e-mail the score sheet to the Secretary by 12:00PM Friday following the swim meet or your team will 
get a loss/forfeit for the meet swam that week.  
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Code of Conduct 
 

It is the mission of the Cherokee Summer Swim Association to provide a safe and fun environment 
for the children of the participating teams to enjoy all of the aspects of recreational swimming. The 

competition ceases to be fun when adults and swimmers behave in an unacceptable manner. If 
inappropriate behavior occurs, it will be addressed and investigated by the committee (one team 

coordinator per team and Executive Board) and penalties will be implemented. The Executive Board 
reserves the right to make decisions that are in the best interest of our swim association. 

 
 

1. Responsibility of Team Coordinators: Team coordinators are responsible for the conduct of coaches, 
spectators, and volunteers. Coaches, in turn, are responsible for the conduct of their swimmers. Both 
parties should take the necessary steps to insure that everyone conducts himself/herself within the 
realm of good sportsmanship.  
 

2. Responsibility of State/District Coordinator: The state coordinator is responsible for all 
district/state information. The coordinator is to attend the District Relay meeting to assist with relay 
entries. State coordinator will attend the district and state meets and be the leader of the meets 
making sure everyone is where they need to be. Coordinator is also responsible for scratches at district 
and state, distributing district and state medals to each individual swimmer, the state team party, 
collecting money from each swimmer for the state meet, collecting t-shirt information and attending all 
state practices.    
 

3. Unsportsmanlike Conduct: Any unsportsmanlike conduct, either by a swimmer, coach, volunteer, or 
spectator, will be cause for expulsion from the vicinity of the meet. Team coordinators will have the 
final decision on any expulsion from a meet. He/ She can suspend the meet until such time as the 
offending parties have departed. 

 
4. Alcoholic Beverages: No official or personnel involved in a Cherokee Summer Swim Association will 

use alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs, or be under the influence of drugs or alcohol during a meet. 
Alcoholic beverages should not be allowed on the pool deck or sold at swim team concession 
stands during swim meets. 

 
 

Cheating Policy 
 
 
Cheating will not be tolerated under any circumstances.  If a coach realizes a mistake has been made 
during the meet they are to address this with the other coordinator and receive no points for that event.  If 
flagrant cheating occurs, the penalties are as follows: 
 1st offense – Coach receives one meet suspension 
 2nd offense – Expelled from CSSA 
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Meet Scoring System 

 
Weekly summer swim meets will be scored based on a percentage of points system.  There are 506 points 
available in the first half of a meet (through event 46) and 440 points available in the second half of a meet 
(events 47-86).  The percentage of points won for each team is calculated as TEAM POINTS/FULL MEET 
POINTS (or HALF MEET POINTS).  When submitting scores, please submit the POINTS for EACH team and 
the PERCENTAGE of POINTS WON.  The greatest percentage of points won through the season will determine 
the County Champion.  In event of a tie in team Percentages (calculated out to the tenth), the first tie breaker 
will be Head to Head results, the second tie breaker will be Overall Record, and the third tie breaker will be 
cumulative number of points scored for the entire season.  If this still results in a tie, then both teams will be 
declared County Champions.   
 
Example: 
Team A vs. Team B  
Team A meet points = 400 points  
Team B meet points = 546 points  
Team B Wins – 546/946 = 57.72% 
Team A Loses – 400/946 = 42.28%  
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
GRPA District 5 & State Meets 

 
District 5 Meet: The meet will be open to all eligible Cherokee County Swim Teams. To be eligible to 
represent Cherokee County in a GRPA Meet, each participant must live, work, or attend school full-
time in Cherokee County. Any swimmer competing in the association from outside Cherokee County 
must register for these meets through their county agency.  Times submitted must be from a summer 
swim meet in the current season. 
 
The minimum age for a participant in a GRPA competition is established as seven (7) years of 
age. 
 
There are five (5) age divisions for boys and girls 
8 & Under 
10 & Under 
12 & Under 
14 & Under 
18 & Under 

 
**No swimmer is allowed to swim in the District swim meet if you are not going to attend the state 
swim meet. This includes individual events and relay events. The only exception is a family emergency 
or sickness. A doctor’s note will be required. Any swimmer who scratches at the district swim meet 
will be fined $10 PER EVENT by CRPA. 
 
Individual competitors may enter a maximum of two individual events and two relay events.  
If an individual competitor swims UP in an age division for relay competition, he/ she MUST swim UP 
in their individual events throughout the entire meet. 
 
Relay teams in the District Competition may qualify for the State Meet by Agency name only.  
 
The relay team that qualifies at the District Meet should be prepared to attend the state meet. 
Names of relay participants are not required, and relay participants may be changed, added or 
substituted, provided that their name appear on their Agency’s Official GRPA roster and that they did 
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not participate in a different age division. Relay changes can only be done based on sickness, 
which occurred between District and State, or injury to a participant between the preliminaries 
and the finals. Team Coaches do not have the authority to choose relay participants based on 
District times. You can only have two alternates for the four swimmers per relay or the entire 
relay will have to scratch. 
 
The top three swimmers from each event at the District 5 Meet will advance to the State Meet. 
GRPA District 5 and State Meet cost are not included in the County Registration Fee. 
 
** A district relay meeting will take place between the CRPA representative, state coordinator 
and state swim coach prior to the district swim meet to make relay teams by individual times. 
   

Youth Meet Swimming Championship (thru the Georgia Games) 
 
This is a swim meet that is offered to any summer swimmers. Entries for this would need to be 
organized by your own team, or individual parents can enter their swimmers.   
 
ELIGIBILITY 
Any swimmer whether they are USMS, GRPA, YMCA, Recreational etc. 
No additional memberships are required. 
Open to all recreational swimmers statewide and across the Southeast. 
 
Information from last year: http://georgiagames.org/2015-youth-meet-swimming-championship/ 
 


